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About This Game

simian.interface++ is the long awaited update to simian.interface, an abstract puzzle experience for simian participants of all
ages and abilities. There are no explicit rules, no instructions, and very simple controls.

Inspired by tabletop puzzles, modern art, and cognitive psychology experiments, simian.interface++ presents challenges that
must be solved using pattern recognition, intuition, and experimentation.

features:
- an incredible soundtrack composed by chiptune artist Note! (@n0te_ on twitter)

- the original simian.interface, now playable in full screen!
- the new 'infinite_loop' mode, with procedurally generated levels, and randomized music and story content!

- infinite replay value!
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Title: simian.interface++
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
vested interest
Publisher:
vested interest
Release Date: 26 Jun, 2016
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English,French,Italian,German,Japanese
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simian interface secret. simian.interface walkthrough

Do I recommend this game? Well as you can see from my thumb, I definitely do...why?

Because it is fun in what it purposes, and it does it in many ways...like...do you want an enjoyable mindless eat them up game
without any difficulty? You got that....you want something casual yet challenging? (replying to those who says this game IS NOT
HARD IN ANY WAY AND THAT YOU CANNOT DIE) Just put the difficulty on "Deadly" and you will die in one bite...to
start the level again.

I enjoyed this for what it actually IS...a casual and enjoyable eat em up game, and hey....u got achievements to take! So if you
say this is not challenging try to take three stars in each level in "Deadly" difficult.

PS Seeing a goldfish eating a city is EPIC xD. This game still needs a lot of work but yet the dev has already left. I along with a
lot of other people bought this game to support the dev because we thought it was going somewhere but nope he took the money
and gave the game away for free. Getting stuck in the terrain when even walking on a little hill. Crafting is boring. same loot
over and over again when killing bosses. I feel there was supposed to be a lot more added to this game but seeing as the dev
decided to bail on this game to work on another game and that tells me a lot about this dev.. Could be a good game. Needs
work.. I'm only on level 3 (32 mins in) but I'm having a real blast playing this!. Even after a couple of hours it's easy to
recommend SpriterPro. The interface is simple yet complex enough to create detailed, varied animations, the export function
work well, and the learning curve seems relatively low- I'm a hobby spriter and I can see a lot of use for this tool. I was looking
for an animation tool that allows the export of sprite sheets, and man did I get a good deal at the current 75% off discount.

In all honesty, though, the price IS a bit high to buy SpriterPro just "playing around with it" at full price. If you're into game
design and want a catch-all tool for your animations, you can't really do wrong with this software. But if you just want to toy
around with some animations, wait for a sale/discount.

In both cases though, the sheer functionality is pretty damn worth it.. Game Information

Mystery Case Files: The Black Veil Collector's Edition is an Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game that was developed by Eipix
Entertainment and published by Big Fish Games Studio.

The fifteenth chapter of the game's series. Previous installment as follows: "Huntsville;" "Prim Suspects;" "Ravenhearst;" "Madame
Fate;" "Return to Ravenhearst;" "Dire Grove;" "13th Skull;" "Escape from Ravenhearst;" "Shadow Lake;" "Dire Grove, Sacred
Grove;" "Key to Ravenhearst;" "Ravenhearst Unlocked" and "Broken Hour."

Big Fish Games Studio was the original developer for the "Mystery Case Files" game series. They had developed the following
"Mystery Case Files" games: "Huntsville;" "Prime Suspects;" "Ravenhearst;"Madame Fate;" "Return to Ravenhearst;" "Dire Grove;"
"13th Skull;" "Escape from Ravenhearst" and "Shadow Lake."

Elephant Games was the second developer for the "Mystery Case Files" game series. They had developed the following "Mystery
Case Files" games: "Fates Carnival" and "Dire Grove, Sacred Grove."

Eipix Entertainment is the current developer for the "Mystery Case Files" game series. They had developed the following "Mystery
Case Files" games: "Key to Ravenhearst;" "Ravenhearst Unlocked;" "The Broken Hour" and "The Black Veil."

Please do note that not all of "Mystery Case Files" games are not available on Steam as of yet.

Since this is a collector's edition, it comes with extra features, that are not available in its' counterpart; the standard edition.

Game Visuals

I want to mentioned that the visuals in the game is nicely done. The visuals can be adjusted in the game's option menu,

Game Audio
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I want to mentioned that audio for the game is well done. Even though the audio is somewhat simplistic and repetitive. The audio
can be adjusted in the game's option menu as well.

Gameplay

There are four different game difficulty modes to choose from: Casual; Expert; Insane and Custom.

There is an interactive map in the game. It allows the player to fast travel between each locations quickly. It also indicates that there
are task that can be completed at certain locations. The interactive map is automatically given at the start of the game.

There is a padlock feature that is available to lock the inventory panel in place to make it stationary.

There are interactive items in the game. Some of these interactive items may require extra components before they can be interact
with. All interactive items are marked with a symbol in one of the corners.

The hidden object scenes consists of the following: Shadow items and Traditional word lists. Some of these hidden object scenes
may require little or no interactions. Most of the hidden object scenes can be replayed in the game's extra feature section.

The puzzle are fairly easy to solve without having the need to skip any of them. Most of the puzzles can be replayed in the game's
extra feature section as well.

There is a collectible in the game: Puzzle Pieces. They are scattered throughout the game for the player to find.

There are beyond objects (morphing objects.) They can be found in the hidden object scenes only.

Since this is a collector's edition game, there is a bonus chapter, but it can be accessed only after the main story is completed.

There are nineteen different achievements to unlock from playing the game. Each of these achievements does come with some
requirements that needs to be completed before they can be unlocked. These achievements are in-game only.

Miscellaneous

There are extra features in the game: Bonus Chapter; Bonus Hidden Object Scenes; Bonus Puzzles; Soundtracks; Wallpapers;
Concept Art; Trophy Room and Game's Strategy Guide. Most of these extra features can be accessed only after the entire game is
completed.

Final thoughts: I have found the game enjoyable to a certain extent. The replay value for the game is low. I would recommend this
game, but not at the game's full price value.. A must have game .. Guys this game is completely online and there are no player on
steam. If you buy it you can just practice on your own. There is even no single player mode !. So bad. i know this isnt that helpful
or discriptive. but please look elsewhere.. Turn on musical vibration, get your controller and lose an hour or three.
Very clean visuals, super responsive controls. Simple puzzle formula done well.
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Just Amazing! I don't ever want to go back 10/10.. Was a nice experience. The visuals and music worked well together to tell a
compelling short story about redemption.. Not even worth 0.75 euros

waste of money. Definitely a nice game to get some friends together for, it's simple but elegant. It makes room for a little
mindlessness, but is very open to strategizing.. Wow! Bought this for me an my son. We played 3 games over a 1 hour period.
Sadly, I got dunked on every game, but I'll definitely pwn him next time. This is a must have game if you like RTS, or startegic
games. The balance of resource collection, and force development is very well done, and the fog of war is on point. It is very
reminiscent of "HomeWorld" sans the awesome music score. I have yet to play with the in game options, or build my own ship,
but I am looking forward to it.

For less than $6.00 this is a steal. Get this game, and help support this awesome developer!!!. Very impressed so far. Like many
others who were looking to fill the void of P.T. this one is by far the best. Awesome storyline, creepy atmosphere, and only a
couple jumpscares (I'm only an hour in), but nothing that was unwarranted or cheap like you tend to find in all of the other
"horror" games. Just made it past the demo section, and can't wait to see what's next.. Buggy game that apparently hasn't gotten
much support since it was released years ago. It wouldn't be a bad time killer if it wasn't technically deficient. I have had
equipment textures not load leaving my character striped white and purple. I have had trouble changing video settings (they
seem to revert when I exit the menu). If I'm not mistaken this was ported from console and not very well.. This is a cute, short,
thoughtful little game. Lots of contemplations on life and death that doesn't pull punches when it comes to the loss of children.
In about two to two and a half hours, you'll be given a lot to think about between games of hide and seek, cooking breakfast,
banging your head against locked doors, and trying to find where Mrs. Julia hid all the freakin candles only to realize what you
thought was a candle was actually a soap dispenser.

But that's life, isn't it?. More content, balance changes, slightly tighter timer, more modes, the importance of making perfect
quads. This is an improvement over the first Chime which was very fun and relaxing to play.. I love the game as it is a nice VR
take on Hearthstone. However, I know this is still EA but I haven't seen an update in a few months!! Another game that I play
which is in EA is QuiVR. There's updates daily! I feel like the person who developed this game took my $4.99 and ran off the
Cancun and is sitting on the beach sipping tropical drinks all day.

Things that I'd love to see more off....... a variety of cards, multi player, and deck building! At least give us a quick statment on
where your at in the stages of implementing things.
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